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Short -Term Overseas Study Special Program

Prof. Katsutoshi ARAI

Title: Specially
Spe
Appointed Professor
Affiliation: Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education, Hokkaido University
Affiliatio

CV & Major
Majo Research Topics
Katsutoshi ARAI, Ph.D in Biology and Aquaculture, studied genetics and developmental biology of fish
and shellfish in Hokkaido Univ., Faculty of Fisheries Sciences as a Professor (1999-2018), Hiroshima
Univ., Faculty of Applied Biological Science as an Associate Professor (1989-1999), and Kitasato Univ.,
School of Fisheries Science as an Assistant Professor (1980-1989).
Since 2018, he is engaged in international educational program including Nitobe
College as a Specially Appointed Professor of Institute for the Advancement of
Higher Education, Hokkaido Univ. so as to facilitate outbound abroad-study for
Hokkaido University students.
His scientific contribution to basic
science and aquaculture practices
can be seen in URL researchmap:
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The Short-term Overseas Study Special Program (StSP) is a subject of "Study Abroad” and categorized to
“Inter-Faculty Classes.” Enrolled students can obtain two academic credits after the completion of the
course. Second to sixth year students in any undergraduate school and all graduate students can enroll in
StSP, except for those who are in their final semester before graduation. The StSP is designed and
organized to foster future global leaders. It provides two-week overseas experiences including high-end
lectures, field work, academic excursions and small group discussions in partner universities located in
North America, Europe, Oceania and Asia. The goal for students is to deepen the learning of theoretical
and practical aspects of fundamental specialized knowledge and historical, cultural and ethnological
backgrounds of countries or regions in which each collaborative university is located.
Due to the outbreak of covid-19, all outbound programs of Hokkaido University have been reluctantly
suspended. Thus, Hokkaido University provided a Virtual Study-Abroad Program entitled “Sustainable
Development Studies: Nature and Humans in North America” which covered sustainability-related topics
closely linked to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in March, 2021. To facilitate understanding in
each content in StSP, the virtual program was offered as follows: (1st step) on-demand video lectures
which students could view as many times as they needed in advance; (2nd step) small group discussion
facilitated by teaching assistants, mainly international students; and (3rd step) direct on-line discussion on
each topic with each lecturer. Such a participant-friendly system has successfully deepened and widened
students’ understandings and thus this program was highly valued by participant students. Based on the
successful results in the spring course, this summer course will be implemented in August and September
2021 under the same concept and common topics “sustainability”. The learners will study about permafrost, boreal forest, global warming, marine and freshwater ecology, land ecology, biodiversity, ecosystem
service, indigenous culture and economy from professors in four partner universities in North America,
University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), University of Washington (UW), Oregon State University (OSU)
and University of British Columbia (UBC). Participant students are going to consider sustainable society
from various aspects, such as environment, economy, community and culture with comparison to Japan.
I believe this virtual course will assist better understanding on given topics. Although virtual StSP is
not a real experience of study-abroad, participant students can still have an opportunity to learn from
professors in UAF, UW, OSU and UBC. I and all members will be very happy if this experience gives a
strong motivation to all the participant students for real abroad-study in the near future after covid-19.
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Short -Term Overseas Study Special Program

Dr. Lan XI A O

Title: Specially Appointed Lecturer

Affiliation: Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education, Hokkaido University

Lecturer
Introduction
Alaska, U.S.A

Profile: I am a Lecturer in the International Education and Research Division. I am a native of China, who
came to Japan for further study after finishing my undergraduate education. I came to Hokkaido
University after finishing my Ph.D. in Nagoya University in 2016. My specialty is adult education, career
education, especially focusing on the education for immigrants and the unemployed.

British Columbia, CANADA

Message to participants

Since I started working at Hokkaido University, I have been travelling
with several different groups of students who participated in short-term
study programs in UAF, UBC and OSU. Each year, my students and I take
part in excellent lectures and do many enjoyable fieldwork activities. My
impression from the students who I traveled with, was that the lectures and fieldwork were quite valuable
experiences for them. In March we had an opportunity to enjoy a great variety of lectures from 3 different
universities all within one course, and this time we are making it to 4 universities. The course is designed
for students who have a broad interest in different areas related to our natural environment, culture, and
society. It doesn’t require you to have deep knowledge of each subject before joining; all you need to
bring is curiosity and hard work. I look forward to studying together with all of you.

Dr. Hiromichi UENO

Hokkaido, JAPAN

Prof. Kenji
YOSHI KAWA

Prof. David
VALENTINE

Dr. Miho Morimoto
WELTON

Dr. Sean Asiqłuq Mrs. Amelia “Amy”
TOPKOK
Ahnaughuq TOPKOK
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HUNT, Jr.
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SUMMERS
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HEERY
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SATO

Prof. Rashid
SUMAILA

Mr. Ryo
SUGI YAMA
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Dr. Hongxia
SHAN

Prof. Ricardo
MATA-GONZALEZ

Dr. Katherine
WOLLSTEIN

Dr. Jonathan
DINKINS

Prof. Katsutoshi
ARAI

Dr. Lan
XIAO

Dr. Hiromichi
UENO

Title: Associate Professor
Affiliation: Faculty of Fisheries Sciences, Hokkaido University

Profile: I’m a phy
physical oceanographer studying physical environment from the North Pacific to the Arctic
Ocean and its imp
impact on marine ecosystem. I went to the Bering Sea and/or the Arctic Ocean once a year or
every two years on board T/S Oshoro-maru since 2009 when I started to teach at Hokkaido University.

Message to participants

I have been in charge of UW course since 2015. In total, 44 students took
UW course and experienced wonderful lectures and fieldworks at Friday
Harbor Laboratories, located at San Juan Island. In the last academic year, I
experienced online overseas study special program for the first time and
found that students really enjoyed discussions even online. This year, four professors/scientists from UW
kindly offer online-course. They are experts of marine environment and its relation to our daily life.
I believe that lecturers from UW as well as from UAF/UBC/OSU welcome students who are not familiar with the course theme but are interested in it. We are looking forward to seeing you online.

2

Washington, U.S.A
Oregon, U.S.A
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Short-Term Overseas Study Special Program
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Short -Term Overseas Study Special Program

Prof. Rashid SUMAILA

Title: Professor and Hokkaido University Ambassador
Affiliation: University of British Columbia

CV & Major Research Topics

CV & Major Research Topics

Research topics include: (i) applying game theory to fisheries, to, for
example, identify whether or not developing countries should give access to
their fisheries resources to foreign fleets; (ii) rethinking the nature of the
discount rates applied to natural resource projects, and formulating a highly
original alternative (“intergeneration discount rates”); (iii) understanding the
nature, amounts and effects of government subsidies on global fisheries; (iv)
documenting the employment in fisheries and competing uses of living
marine resources; and, (v) estimating the multiple benefits that would be
obtained globally by rebuilding fish stocks and setting up marine reserves,
including the concept of the ‘High Seas’ as a large marine reserve or a ‘fish
bank’ for the world.

千葉大学園芸学部 緑地環境学科 卒業、同大学院環境計画学 修了。
東京都内、関東近郊にて環境調査、庭園管理、造園工事。
ワーキングホリデービザでカナダへ。有機野菜農家、庭園管理、造園工事、
ナーサリー
（植木屋）勤務の後、2 010年よりUB C新渡戸紀念庭園 勤務。

Lecture 1

Lecture 2

Global Sustainability

Nitobe Memorial Garden -A bridge across the Pacific

y the end of this lecture I expect participants to (i) understand the concept of
sustainability; (ii) know the types of
sustainability; (iii) learn about sustainability
science; and (iv) introduce the Sustainable
Development Goals of the United Nations.
In ecology, sustainability is the capacity to
endure; it is how biological systems remain
diverse and productive indefinitely: Examples: Long-lived and healthy wetlands and
forests are examples of sustainable biological
systems. In the lecture, I will extend this

B
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Title: Curator
Affiliation: Nitobe Memorial Garden
at University of British Columbia, Vancouver CANADA

Mr. Ryo S UGIYAMA

ecological perspective of sustainability and
extend it more generally to include is the
endurance of human and natural systems and
processes in their totality. I will also explain
the types of sustainability discussed in the
literature.
Given the resistance to the idea of mainstreaming sustainability in
our daily lives and national
policies, it is important to
discuss why it is important
embrace sustainability. I will
do so in this lecture.

9 33年、新渡戸稲造がブリティシュコロンビア州
の州都ビクトリアで亡くなった後、新渡戸の友
人や日系コミュニティの協力により、
19 3 5年UBC
に日本式小庭園（新渡戸メモリアルスペース）
が 造られ
ました。
第二次世界大戦の影響で被害を被りましたが、
彼
の功績を称える人々の協力と造園家 森歓之助の情熱に
より19 6 0年、
新渡戸紀念庭園は開園されました。

1

現在の課題

― 太平洋の架け橋としてー
国外にある日本庭園を維持管理するため
には、日本とは異なる現地の自然環境 、造
園材料（石 材・植 物）
、文化等を理解しなけ
ればいけません。
この庭園のコンセプトで
あり、新渡戸の願いでもあった「太平洋の
架け橋」を実現するために、この庭園の維
持管理を通して、架け橋となりえるよう日々
模索しています。

7
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Short -Term Overseas Study Special Program

Prof. Kenji YOSHIKAWA

Title: Professor
Affiliation: University of Alaska Fairbanks

Prof. George L . HUN T, Jr.

Title: Research Professor
Affiliation: School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences,
University of Washington

CV & Major Research Topics

CV & Major Research Topics

Dr. Kenji Yoshikawa, a professor, works at the Water and Environmental Research
Center, University of Alaska Fairbanks, USA. Yoshikawa’s research areas are
permafrost geomorphology, permafrost hydrology, and extraterrestrial permafrost, but
pingos and icings are his primary interest, searching for them and drilling them to learn
more including two difficult quests by Yoshikawa- one into interior Antarctica and the
other across the Sahara for ancient pingo scar- are described his biography by Ned
Rozell in the book Finding Mars. Yoshikawa’s research locations have included
Svalbard, Greenland, Alaska, Siberia, Tibet, Canadian arctic, and Mongolia, where has
many pingos located and examined their internal structures and hydrology. He organized
and took part in many field investigations, including searching the permafrost at
Kilimanjaro, Hawaii, Mexico, tropical Andes (Peru, Chile). He has published more than
90 peer reviewed papers. He organized International Permafrost Association’s summer
schools several years and serving as chair of education and outreach committee in
2010-2018.

EDUCATION
・1965 Harvard College. AB, Biology ・1971 Harvard University. Ph.D., Biology
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
・1970 -1982 University of California, Irvine: Assistant Professor/Associate Professor
・1979 -1983 University of California, Irvine: Chair, Dept. Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
・1982 -2005 University of California, Irvine: Professor
University of Washington, Research Professor
・2004 PROFESSIONAL SERVICE - Since 2010
1. Editorial Boards: Fisheries Science, Review Editor; Marine Ecology Progress Series; Guest Editor,
Deep-Sea Research II, Ecological Applications, Guest Editor
2. North Pacific Fishery Management Council, Scientific and Statistical Committee, 2001 - present
3. Co-Chair, Science Steering Committee, Ecosystem Studies of Sub-Arctic and Arctic Seas, ESSAS,
2005-2011; member SSC, 2011-present
RESEARCH INTERESTS:
1. Climate variability and the structure and function of marine ecosystems.
2. Biological oceanography and the pelagic ecology of seabirds.
PUBLICATIONS:
Over 200 publications in the referred literature.

Lecture 4

Lecture 3

Permafrost & Sustainable Life in Alaska & Hawai'i
rilling permafrost and monitoring temperature indicated climatic signals to compare
with spatially and temporal distributions
not only polar regions but also tropical high mountains. However, logistically high Andes mountains
over 5000m are extremely difficult to drill for
approaching. We are developing this methodology
of the extreme drilling missions over decade. It's
about the time for install monitoring station before
thawing permafrost in high Andes. This uniform
permafrost temperature measurement is one of the
more important databases for long-term climatic
study. The developed partnership with the institute
of tropical countries/communities assists in
garnering continuous measurements, and supports
maintenance of the sites over longer periods. The
obtained data will be shared and made available to
the public throughout the world. Our ultimate goal
is to see these borehole sites remain viable over
50-100 years, ready for access during future
climate/ cryosphere studies and other opportunities. The Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost (GTN-P) is a metadata-based system
established in the late 1990s under the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) which

D
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currently contains more than 450 documented
boreholes and 125 active layer sites across both
polar regions. However, the GTN-P does not
include tropical mountain permafrost observatories. A local community organization will be
created to facilitate discussions regarding local
climate and permafrost science. These objectives
are an ideal fit for our gap of the permafrost
science goals, and they will make a strong contribution to science communities, as well as local
communities in tropical regions.
Also I will introduce sustainable life in Alaska
and Hawaii farms, both living in off-grid (means
no power line or water from outside). Living in
-50˚C cold reindeer farm vs. buggy coffee/mango
farm with solar power energy and composting
systems are quite challenging however this will be
important steps to lower impact of our environments and carbon foot prints.

Climate Variability and Marine Ecosystem Function:
From Sea Ice to Fisheries in the Bering Sea
limate variability affects marine ecosystems
through the amount of solar radiation reaching
the sea surface, air temperatures, and mixing of
the upper ocean by wind. In high latitude oceans, sea ice
cover is a prominent feature of climate. Sea ice formation
affects the salinity and temperature of the water column.
Once formed, sea ice affects the penetration of light and
the mixing of the water column, as well as providing a
substrate for marine mammals on its upper surface, and
for ice algae on its under surface.
In the southeastern Bering Sea, sea ice affects the
recruitment of walleye pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus)
through a food web that includes ice algae, zooplankton,
and access to young pollock by predatory fish. Whether
sea ice benefits the production of pollock appears to
differ as a function of the grouping of years with heavy
or light sea-ice cover. Prior to 2000, when there was an
almost inter-annual shift between years with light sea-ice
cover and heavy ice cover, pollock year-classes were
stronger in the “warmer” years with less ice. After 2000,
years with or without heavy sea-ice cover came in
stanzas of four or more years in a row, and years with
heavier sea-ice cover resulted in stronger year-classes of
pollock.
Sea-ice cover is a key to understanding the Bering Sea
marine ecosystem because of the presence of ice algae on
its underside. In winter, these algae provide food to

C

large, lipid-rich copepods for their egg production; later,
these algae and the spring phytoplankton bloom provide
food for the juvenile copepods, and euphausiids. These
zooplankton, in turn, are food for age-0 pollock in late
summer and fall. The lipids obtained from these
zooplankton provide the energy reserves that the young
pollock need to survive their first winter.
Sea-ice cover is also important in the northern Bering
Sea. Brine rejected when the ice freezes sinks to the
bottom, creating a cold, salty layer that stabilizes the
water column in summer when fresh water is added at the
surface from ice-melt. In 2018, the amount of sea-ice
present over the entire eastern Bering Sea was greatly
reduced. In the northern Bering Sea, this resulted in a
reduction in the amount of zooplankton present,
reproductive failures and mortality of seabirds, and
challenges for ice-dependent seals, including failed
reproduction, reduced body mass for pups, and mortality
of adults. Japanese scientists played an important role in
developing our understanding of the events of 2018 in
the northern Bering Sea, and their work will be discussed
in my talk.
註：ice algae（アイスアルジー）：海氷の伱間や底で繁殖する微細な藻類
water column
（水柱）：海洋のそこから表面までのこと、
円柱状の水の柱のイメージ
reproduction
（再生産）
：繁殖することを意味します
brine
（ブライン）：海氷が生成される際には、真水のみが氷になります。
その際に排出される高塩分水のことをブラインと言います。
recruitment（加入）：個体が成長して漁業の対象に加わること

9

Short-Term Overseas Study Special Program

Title: Professor
Affiliation: University of Washington

Prof. Adam P. S UMME RS

I

Dr. Eliza C. HEERY

Title: Hogan MarineGEO postdoc
Affiliation: Smithsonian / Friday Harbor Labs,
University of Washington

CV & Major Research Topics

CV & Major Research Topics

Adam Summers is a professor in the Department of Biology and the School of Aquatic and
Fisheries Sciences at the University of Washington and his office and lab are at the Friday
Harbor Laboratories. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
where he worked on skeletal tissues in cartilaginous fishes. His post-doctoral work was as a
Miller Fellow at UC Berkeley working on the functional morphology of amphibians. His
research is heavily collections based and he holds a research associate position at the Los
Angeles County Museum and an adjunct curatorial postion at the Burke Museum of Natural
History and Culture. He spent eight years at the University of California at Irvine as the
director of the comparative biomechanics lab before joining the University of Washington
faculty. Current research topics include the biomaterials from the sea, bioinspired filtration,
attachment to fouled surfaces and defensive weaponry. He has authored more than 120 peer
reviewed publications and for many years he wrote a monthly column in Natural History
Magazine – ‘Biomechanics’, to bring comparative biomechanics to a wider audience. His
recent interest in scientific images as art has been featured at the Seattle Aquarium, the
Academy of Natural Sciences, and museums in Korea, China and Slovenia, and reported on
by more than 30 news outlets from 14 countries.

Eliza is a marine ecologist researching ecological processes and community dynamics on urban artificial structures in coastal cities. She received her
PhD from the University of Washington, MS from Virginia Tech, and BS
from Emory University. Upon completion of her PhD she served as a postdoc
at the National University of Singapore before moving to Smithsonian’s
MarineGEO program.
Eliza’s research has explored several aspects of urbanized marine ecology,
from the ecological role of artificial structures and armored shorelines, to the
response of specific organisms to urban environmental conditions.

For further information, please follow URL

Lecture 5

Lecture 6

Nature Inspired Design from the Sea

Urban Marine Ecosystems

will talk about using the marine environment to inspire new technology and materials.
We will look at sticky fish, burrowing, and armor.

oastal population growth, development,
and construction are leading to tremendous changes in nearshore marine
environments globally. Sediment pollution,
resource extraction, and widespread replacement of natural shorelines with artificial structures (“ocean sprawl”) each contribute to the
process of marine urbanization, causing major
shifts in the structure of marine ecosystems.
Yet the precise mechanisms and biotic
processes underlying these shifts and the
extent to which they translate into changes in
ecological functioning remains uncertain. In
this lecture, I will review key findings about
urban marine ecosystems from recent work in
Washington State, Singapore, and Australia.

C

Adam with models printed by a 3D printer
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Short -Term Overseas Study Special Program

Dr. Kirk SATO

Title: Postdoctoral Scholar
Affiliation: Friday Harbor Laboratories, University of Washington

Title: Professor and Associate Dean of Academic Programs
Affiliation: College of Agricultural Sciences,
Oregon State University

CV & Major Research Topics

CV & Major Research Topics

My research aims to understand the impacts of climate change on society
and marine resources (e.g. shellfish, deep-sea fisheries, coral reefs). I have
studied ocean acidification effects on larval oysters and mussels (Bodega
Marine Lab, University of California, Davis), implications of expanding
Oxygen Minimum Zones for deep sea urchins in southern California (Scripps
Institution of Oceanography), and effects of typhoons on coral reef microbial
communities (Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology). I use a combination of field-based methods, technological advancements, and multidisciplinary collaborations to tackle climate change centered hypotheses. I also
dedicate part of my time on climate science communication and teaching;
I have spoken at international climate summits (COP21 in Paris, COP22 in
Marrakech, and COP25 in Madrid), I volunteered as an analyst tracking
progress of climate change conferences, and I taught Integrative Oceanography at Friday Harbor Laboratories.

Ricardo Mata-González is a native of Mexico where he completed a bachelor’s
degree in Agriculture at Universidad Autónoma Chapingo in 1989. In 1993 he moved to
the USA to pursue masters and doctoral studies in Rangeland Ecology at New Mexico
State University and Texas Tech University, respectively. He worked for six years as an
environmental consultant in MWH Global, a private firm based in Colorado. In 2007, he
became assistant professor at Oregon State University. He has supervised 23 graduate
students and postdoctoral researchers from different parts of the world. His research is
primarily focused on rangeland ecology and restoration. He has taught 54 university
courses from freshman to graduate level since his start at Oregon State University. In
2018, he became Interim Head of the Department of Animal and Rangeland Sciences and
in 2020 he took the position of Associate Dean of Academic Programs at the College of
Agricultural Sciences. In his current position, he supervises curriculum, enrollment,
retention and academic programs for 3,100 students.

Lecture 7

Lecture 8

Enhancing Ocean Acidification Resilience in Washington and Japan

Rangelands and their Global Importance

arbon dioxide from human activities is
causing the ocean to warm and become
more acidic. Environmental monitoring
can help us determine the effectiveness of climate
change mitigation actions or assess how well we
are adapting. To our knowledge, the FHL Ocean
Observatory serves as the only multi-sensor array
in the San Juan Islands archipelago that monitors
temperature, salinity, pH, carbon dioxide, oxygen,
chlorophyll-a fluorescence, turbidity, and current
velocity. Time-series data sets like this describe
local conditions precisely and accurately, thus
providing valuable real-world context for laboratory experiments and validation of ocean forecast
models.
Saltwater conditions in the Salish Sea affect fish
populations (for recreational, tribal, and commercial
fishers as well as iconic wildlife such as the endangered Southern Resident Killer Whales), Harmful
Algal Blooms (HABs), shellfisheries, and the health
of key foundation species such as eelgrass, oysters,
and clams. In addition to the suite of ocean properties listed above, we also monitor the microplanktonic community using a state-of-the-art camera
system called the Imaging FlowCytoBot (IFCB).

C
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The IFCB is an automated imaging flow cytometer
that is designed for the continuous monitoring of
phytoplankton and microzooplankton. Using a
laser-triggered, high resolution camera, the IFCB
generates images and optical
data of individual plankton and
other particles in the size
range of >10 -150 μm (the
width of a human hair).

angelands are vast stretches of land,
mainly distributed in arid and semiarid
regions of the world. These lands may
sustain natural grasslands, shrublands or open
forests with dry, saline, or rocky soils that often
preclude traditional crop cultivation. Rangelands
are fragile ecosystems because they occur in dry
areas where resources are limited and often
over-exploited. Yet, these lands occupy 50% of the
world’s terrestrial surface which makes their
management paramount for the global ecological
health of the planet. Because of their low biomass
production, compared to other ecosystems such as
rain forests, rangelands are overlooked as areas
worthy of conservation. Most people are not familiar with the importance of rangeland conservation
and proper management for the protection of
native vegetation, which results in proper habitat
for wildlife and sustainable utilization for
livestock production. Proper rangeland management may also provide soil protection, erosion
avoidance, and conservation of native vegetation.
However, rangelands face multiple threats such as
invasive weeds, unnatural fire events, and drought,

R

whose effects are exacerbated by global climate
change. The good news is that efforts in adequate
rangeland management, in addition to provide
essential goods and services to humans, also
provide a plethora of ecological benefits, including a positive repercussion in the global carbon
cycle.
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Dr.Katherine WOL L S TEIN

Titl Rangeland Fire Regional Specialist /
Title:
Assistant Professor (Practice)
Assi
Affiliation: Department of Animal and Rangeland Sciences,
Affi
Ore
Oregon State University
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Title: Assistant Professor
Affiliation: Department of Animal and Rangeland Sciences,
Oregon State University

CV & Major Research Topics

CV & Major Research Topics

Katie Wollstein is an Assistant Professor of Practice in the Department of
Animal and Rangeland Sciences at Oregon State University and serves as the
Rangeland Fire Regional Specialist with OSU’s Extension Fire Program. She
holds a B.S. from Washington State University, a M.S. from OSU, and is a
Ph.D. Candidate at the University of Idaho. Her research focuses on adaptive
co-management of rangelands, social conditions for fire risk mitigation and
fire response, and landowner-agency collaboration. Her outreach aims to
assist landowners, agencies, and other stakeholders find ways to leverage
their experience and knowledge to improve fire preparedness, response, and
recovery in rangeland settings.

Jonathan Dinkins is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Animal and
Rangeland Sciences. His position is focused on shrub-steppe wildlife ecology, which
includes research and outreach through Extension. Jon’s interests include topics related
to animal behavior, population dynamics, predator-prey dynamics, wildlife habitat use,
and human-wildlife interactions. During the past decade, Jon has worked on quantitative
research projects focused on wildlife demography in relation to habitat, predator effects
on site selection of prey, predator effects on prey vital rates, and wildlife habitat related
to anthropogenic development. Current research topics include: effects of interactions
among avian predators and habitat in relation to sage-grouse; effects of anthropogenic
disturbance, wildfire, weather, and hunter harvest on sage-grouse lek trends; quantification of habitat factors associated with winter concentration areas of sage-grouse; effects
of habitat quality and the Umbrella Species Concept on abundance and nest success of
sagebrush-obligate songbirds; and grazing effects on sagebrush-obligate songbird
abundance and nest success.

Lecture 9

Lecture 10

Fire Effects on Rangelands

Importance of Wildlife-Range Interactions

ire is a natural process with which rangeland ecosystems have evolved. However, a
changing climate, land use practices, and
invasion of exotic grasses have contributed to
larger, more severe, and more frequent rangeland
wildfires in the U.S. West. In the Great Basin, an
altered fire regime has resulted in conversion of
native sagebrush and bunchgrasses to annual
grasslands, which further increase the probability
of severe fire and undesirable outcomes. As a
consequence, more than 15 million acres of
sagebrush has been permanently lost to fire in the
last 20 years.
Native rangelands are sources of water quantity
and quality, fish and wildlife habitat, and sinks for
the atmospheric carbon dioxide contributing to a
warmer climate. The overall loss of native rangelands to annual grass invasion and subsequent fires
hinders these ecological functions. Frequent,
severe rangeland fires also have social and
economic implications for rural communities in
the U.S. West, where residents’ livelihoods are
often intertwined with healthy and productive
rangelands. These rangeland residents live with
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fire and have an acute awareness of its effects in
their communities. Thus, to address the ecological,
social, and economic challenges associated with
rangeland wildfire in the Great Basin, fire specialists and rangeland managers must partner with
rangeland residents to work across jurisdictions in
support of landscape-scale management activities.

he condition of rangelands vastly
influences where wildlife can be
located and how many can be in a given
place. Rangelands across the globe are
multi-use ecosystems that also support rural
human communities. Sustainable conservation
requires balancing human and wildlife needs.
For example, greater sage-grouse distribution
and abundance in western North America has
declined over the last century, which has
prompted multiple petitions to the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service to list greater sage-grouse
under the Endangered Species Act. Many
factors have been attributed to this decline
including habitat fragmentation, habitat loss,
and predation. Specifically, pinyon–juniper
encroachment, wildfire, and anthropogenic
development in sagebrush ecosystems have
been identified as primary threats to greater
sage-grouse habitat and populations. Unprecedented conservation planning and actions have

T

ensued during the recent past to prevent the
need for listing. This talk will provide an
overview of greater sage-grouse population
status and current conservation strategies.
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Prof. David VALENTINE

Title: Professor of Forest Soils
Affiliation: Dept. of Natural Resources &
Environment, University of Alaska Fairbanks

CV & Major Research Topics

CV & Major Research Topics

Dr. Valentine is a university professor and leader with over 25 years of
academic experience as an undergraduate and graduate instructor of soils,
ecology, and natural resources management classes, as a researcher in ecosystem ecology with over 30 peer-reviewed publications, and as an administrator
coordinating academic programs and facilitating faculty success. He
currently teaches courses in environmental ethics and decision-making. His
research interests focus on carbon and nutrient dynamics in forest soils,
especially as they are influenced by a changing environment. He currently
serves as Chair of the Department of Natural Resources and Environment.

Scott Hinch is an international renowned scientist and award-winning
educator who uniquely integrates physiology, ecology, behaviour, genomics,
and social sciences in the study and conservation of Pacific salmon. His
pioneering work combining large-scale telemetry tracking with biopsy
sampling has transformed our understanding of how climate change,
fisheries, and land/water management affects sustainability of salmon
populations. His collaborations and leadership with social scientists,
stakeholders and First Nations have benefitted fisheries management.

Lecture 11

Lecture 12

Sustainability in Alaska, America's Last Frontier

Ecology and Conservation Issues
for North American Pacific Salmon

he territory of Alaska was purchased
from Russia in 1867 and admitted as
the 49th state to the United States in
1959. The successful push for statehood was
based largely on the promise that the development of its abundant natural resources would
enable its economy to advance sufficiently
for it to be able to stand on its own. Its population at the time was tiny in comparison
(~220,000) with other states, and especially
in comparison to its land area (1.72 million
km2, more than twice as large as the next
largest state, Texas). And very little of the
territory was accessible by road (its capital
city, Juneau, still is not). And indeed, over
the succeeding 6 decades, Alaska’s population tripled and it became one of the richest
states in the US, based mostly on the development of petroleum and natural gas resources.
With the recent growth in emphasis on
sustainability, however, it seems reasonable
to examine Alaska’s developmental history,
and ask how sustainable it is, and what steps

T
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Title: Professor (Fisheries Conservation)
Affiliation:
Pacific Salmon Ecology and Conservation Laboratory,
Department of Forest and Conservation Sciences,
University of British Columbia

now would enhance the sustainability of
future development. The Brundtland Report’s
(1987) definition of sustainable development
as "development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs" is
useful here, as it allows for use of non-renewable natural resources, like oil and gas, as
long as sufficient provisions for the post-resource future are made. In that context, I will
attempt to address these questions: How
sustainable has Alaska’s development been?
What characteristics and policies have
enhanced or detracted from sustainability?
How is climate change affecting Alaska and
its future? And finally, what are some options
that will enhance the sustainability of Alaska’s future development?

he five species of anadromous Pacific
salmon that reside in North America
have very different life histories, distributions, and population-trends. All Pacific
salmon are anadromous meaning they are
born in freshwater habitats, then migrate to
the ocean where they spend at least half of
their lives growing, then they return to spawn
in freshwater habitats, usually in the same
places where they were born. Many populations of salmon have gone extinct over the
past 100 years due to presence of barriers like
dams which prevent the migration of fish to
and from oceans, and due to urbanization
eliminating streams. Salmon abundances are
at record high levels in the Pacific Ocean, yet
in some regions, abundances have dramatically declined over the past two decades to
record low levels. This is particularly the case
for populations in southern British Columbia
(Canada), and in several states of the USA
(Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California). In

T

northern regions like northern British Columbia, and Alaska (USA), abundances of salmon
are either stable or increasing contributing to
the overall record high levels. There are several causes for the declines including climate
change, hatcheries, barriers, land-use, and over-harvest. Yet climate change is
by far the leading cause of
the declines. This lecture
will review: the life histories of Pacific salmon, the
abundance trends of both
populations and species in
particular for salmon in
British Columbia, and
the factors contributing
to the regional declines
and increases of abundance.
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Dr. Hongxia SHAN

Titl Associate Professor
Title:
Affiliation: University of British Columbia
Affi

Title: Statewide Inventory Forester
Affiliation: Alaska Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Forestry

CV & Major Research Topics

CV & Major Research Topics

Dr. Hongxia Shan is an Associate Professor in the Department of Education,
University of British Columbia, Canada. She is also the Program Coordinator of the
Adult Learning and Education Program at UBC, and the current President of Canadian
Association for the Study of Adult Education. Dr. Shan specializes in adult learning and
education; immigration, integration and transnationalism; work and learning;
professional learning; practice-based theories and research, and lifelong learning
policies in Asia. Her work is centrally concerned with the simultaneous advancement of
social equity, and social and professional practices. She is currently the principal
investigator on two SSHRC funded research projects: one focuses on knowledge transfer
in the context of diversity, and the other diversity training through an immigrant service
organization. Dr. Shan’s work has appeared in major ALE journals such as International
Journal of Lifelong Learning, Journal of Workplace Learning, and Adult Education
Quarterly, as well as in other educational and migration journals such as Comparative
Education, and Asian and Pacific Migration.

EDUCATION
・Ph.D. in Forestry (September 2011 - August 2016／University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks
Alaska, USA)

・M.S. in Forestry (April 2009 - March 2011／Hokkaido University, Sapporo Hokkaido, Japan)
・B.S. in Forestry (April 2005 - March 2009／Hokkaido University, Sapporo Hokkaido, Japan)
EMPLOYMENT
・Postdoctoral Researcher (September 2016-June 2020)
School of Natural Resources and Extension, University of Alaska Fairbanks
・Statewide Inventory Forester (June 2020-Current)
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of Forestry
RESEARCH/PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS
Forest management, forest ecology, climate change, landscape ecology, remote sensing

Lecture 13

Lecture 14

Integration as Border Practices:
Immigrants in the Engineering Profession in Canada

Alaska's Boreal Forest Ecology and Management

entral to the debate on immigrant integration is
where to strike a balance between cultural
diversity and a unified national identity. It
follows that integration is a project of cultural management contingent on immigrants’ capacity to adapt, and
the hosts’ will and willingness to tolerate differences.
This cultural approach bounds integration to a bilateral
relationship between us and the others. The reliance on
cultural tolerance is also problematic. Not only is it a
flimsy thread for social cohesion, but it may easily lead
to the reification of differences, fixing diversity to
distinct variables such as gender, race and ethnicity.
Departing from this trend, I propose that integration
should be treated as a practice-based process that centers
issues of social equity and justice and that requires
intentional intervention, collective will, as well as an
appreciation of the politics and pragmatics of coming
together for successful coexistence. Theoretically, this
lecture is inspired by pedagogy of difference and the
practice turn in educational research. Empirically, it
draws on my research with immigrant professionals on
their professional learning experiences.

C

The lecture first introduces the context of migration
with a focus on Canada followed by the major integration
issues faced by immigrants. It then shares the national
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approaches that some major immigrant destination
countries have adopted to integrate immigrants, along
with the problems associated with these approaches.
Drawing on a qualitative research project with immigrant
professionals, this lecture subsequently examines the
integration strategies deployed by the research participants, as well as the major social and institutional forces
that are constitutive of their experiences. It shows that to
navigate the Canadian labour market, professional
immigrants often have to cope with the initial loss of
professional identities, “transform” themselves to become
“desirable” in the host labour market, and learn and
indeed labour to regain (professional) status, sometimes
in the transnational field of practice. As they strive to
improve their employment and professional status, they
also constantly negotiate their personal and professional
identities. The lecture points to the roles that the “credential and certificate regime” and the evolving field of
immigrant settlement play in entering immigrants
into the cultural and social order in the Canadian labour
market. It stresses that a lack of recognitive justice is a
wicked problem that needs to be consciously grappled
with by educators, employers, and other people working
with immigrants on issues of integration.

orest inventory is essential for sustainable
forest management. Information gained
through inventory provides us with invaluable knowledge, such as how much resources exist,
forest health conditions, and how climate change is
affecting the forest ecosystems. Alaska is the
largest state in the US by far. Alaska’s forests total
129 million acres, which is 17% of the nation’s
forest land or approximately 1.6 times larger than
Japan’s total land area. However, Alaska has the
second lowest proportion of timberland, which is
forest land capable of producing at least 20 cubic
feet per acre per year of commercial roundwood
products, not including fuelwood, of all the states.
Alaska’s forests can be broken down into two
major types: coastal temperate rainforest and
boreal forest. The coastal temperate rainforest
covers 15 million acres from Southeast Alaska
through Prince William Sound, the eastern Kenai
Peninsula, the Kodiak Archipelago, and parts of
the Alaska Peninsula. The coastal temperate
rainforest is productive and nearly half the area
(6.2 million acres) is timberland. The boreal forest
covers the rest of the state totaling 110 million
acres but only contains an estimated 22.5 million

F

acres of timberland.
Statewide comprehensive forest inventory lacks
due to its enormous area and limited road system,
especially in the boreal forests although a few
inventory projects have occurred in Alaska.
Alaska Division of Forestry (AKDOF) has conducted inventory on state forestlands, as needs arise
and funds become available. University of Alaska
of Fairbanks conducted spatially and temporary
most extensive inventory program by far between
1995 and 2015. Other periodic inventory of smaller scale occurred. In the coastal temperate rainforests, national Forest Analysis and Inventory (FIA)
program has been conducted since 1998. The
boreal forest was excluded from the FIA program
due largely to logistical difficulties. However,
interior Alaska FIA program, which covers the
boreal forest, began in 2014. The AKDOF has
been the key agency to executing the field data
collection.
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Title: Associate Professor
Affiliation: Center for Cross-Cultural Studies, University of Alaska Fairbanks

Mrs. Amelia “Amy” Ahnaughuq TOPKOK
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Title: BLaST Reporting & Outreach Coordinator,
and Ph.D. student – Indigenous Studies Program,
Center for Cross-Cultural Studies
Affiliation: University of Alaska Fairbanks

CV & Major Research Topics
Sean Asiqłuq Topkok, Ph.D.
“Uvaŋa atiġa Asiqłuq. Ataataga Sanguk. Aanaga Aileen-mi. My Iñupiaq name is
Asiqłuq, which means ‘bad boy.’ My white-fox name is Sean Topkok. I am Iñupiaq,
Sámi, Kven, Irish, and Norwegian.” Dr. Topkok is an Associate Professor for the
Indigenous Studies graduate programs at the University of Alaska Fairbanks in the
Center for Cross-Cultural Studies. His family is from Teller, Alaska, and are
Qawiaraġmiut (people of the Kawerak). Dr. Topkok’s research interests include
multicultural and Indigenous education, decolonization and Indigenist methods and
methodologies, working with communities to help them document their cultural
heritages, and community well-being.
Amelia “Amy”Ahnaughuq Topkok, B.F.A., M.A.
“Uvaŋa atiġa Ahnaughuq. My Iñupiaq name is Ahnaughuq, which means ‘Little Girl.’ I’m named after my paternal Ahna (grandmother)
Katherine Koiyuk (Eningowuk) Barr of Shishmaref. My white-fox name is Amy Topkok.” Mrs. Topkok was born in Kotzebue, Alaska. Her
parents are Delano Nanauq and Minnie Saumik Barr of Shishmaref and Noatak, Alaska. She is full-blooded Iñupiaq, and she speaks fluent
Norwegian, little Iñupiaq, and grew up with English. Amy is currently in the Indigenous Studies Ph.D. program at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks. Her research interests are looking at Iñupiaq skin-sewing from a woman’s perspective through a family and regional approach
related to cultural identity and values; and personal interests include skin-sewing, making atikłut (plural for atikłuk, Iñupiaq regalia), berry
picking and making homemade berry jam, and drawing.
Asiqłuq and Ahnaughuq are the leaders of the Pavva Iñupiaq Dancers in Fairbanks, Alaska, along with their three sons, Akukqasuq,
Saaŋiaq Masuġnaat, and Aqituaq, and their tutik (grandson) Sanguk. Together they have presented Alaska Native dance, culture, and
research locally in Fairbanks, statewide in Alaska, nationwide, and internationally. Asiqłuq and Ahnaughuq have been married since 1994.

Lecture 15

Indigenous Culture in Alaska
he term Alaska Natives is used to refer to a
broad spectrum of Alaska's Indigenous
population, living in diverse geographic
regions and each culturally distinct. Each cultural
region has its own unique history, language,
culture(s), political landscapes, and experiences.
This lecture is intended to provide a broad
overview of Alaska's first peoples.
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